CLAPTON TABLE
wine list

SPARKLING & CHAMPAGNE

WHITE WINE

RED WINE

NV PROSECCO EXTRA DRY, FIOL

ARPEGGIO CATARRATTO,
SETTESOLI

PRIMITIVO SALENTO, BOHEME

Veneto, Italy

Typical bouquet reminiscent of
wisteria flowers and acacia, fresh,
lively and apPealing. - 11%abv
| botTle £24.00 |

NV PROSECCO BRUT, STELLE
D’ITALIA
Veneto, Italy

A lively, crisp, sparkling
wine with a delicate lemon
character and an aromatic, dry,
refreshing finish. - 11%abv
| glasS £5.50 | botTle £21.00 |

Sicily, Italy

Lightly aromatic and floral
in character with delicate
flavours of white blosSom
and peaches. - 12.5%abv
| glasS £4.25 | botTle £13.50 |

SAUVIGNON BLANC, LANYA
Central ValLey, Chile

Elegant and welL balanced with
tropical notes and grapefruit on the
palate. Juicy and fresh. - 12.5%abv
| glasS £4.95 | botTle £15.75 |

NV BRUT BARON DE MARCK,
GOBILLARD

CHARDONNAY LES MOUGEOTTES
IGP PAYS D'OC

Clean and soft with stylish
character and a fruity
nature bursting with apPles
and pears. - 12.5%abv

Lemon and vanilLa on the nose with
a round, fruity body and a hint of
vanilLa oak character. - 13.5%abv

Champagne, France

Languedoc, France

| botTle £17.50 |

| botTle £38.00 |

PINOT GRIGIO, MANDRAROSSA
Sicily, Italy

ROSÉ WINE
GARNACHA ROSADO, CAMPO NUEVO
NavarRa, Spain

A youthful, fresh, medium
bodied rosé with a crisp,
fruity character and clean,
lingering finish. - 12.5%abv
| glasS £4.50 | botTle £14.50 |

PRETTY GORGEOUS ROSÉ, IGP
PAYS D’OC
Languedoc, France

Delightful and dainty with
intense lycheE, strawberRy notes
and hints of violet. - 12%abv
| botTle £16.25 |

BERTAROSE CHIARETTO IGT,
BERTANI
Veneto, Italy

Fresh on the nose with cherRy and
almond blosSom, a hint of rose and
notes of red fruits. - 12%abv
| botTle £18.75 |

Bursting with tropical fruit
flavours, it is fresh and lively
with a long, dry finish. - 13.5%abv

| glasS £4.25 | botTle £13.50 |

RAMA TINTO, BODEGAS COVIÑAS
Utiel Requena, Spain

Red and black fruits such as
cranberRies and blackberRies,
with sweEt toasty
flavours. - 12.5%abv
| glasS £4.95 | botTle £15.75 |

MERLOT, DE GRAS

Colchagua ValLey, Chile

MouthfilLing with ripe raspberRies
and blackcurRants, a firm structure
and soft tanNins.. - 13%abv
| botTle £16.25 |

MELODIAS MALBEC, TRAPICHE
Mendoza, Argentina

Softly textured with notes of
violets, plums and cherRies and
subtle hints of vanilLa. - 13%abv
| botTle £16.75 |

| botTle £18.75 |

SYRAH, CAVE DE SAINT DESIRAT
IGP ARDECHE

RIOJA BLANCO, HEREDAD DE
TEJADA, BODEGA CLASSICA,
VINTAE

Black pepPer and Parma violets on
a medium-weight body with vibrant
acidity and light tanNins. - 12%abv

Rioja, Spain

Ripe fruit, dates and banana notes
with the nuances of a crianza,
making it an interesting and
complex wine. - 12.5%abv
| botTle £20.75 |

A DESCOBERTA BRANCO MALVASIA
/ VERDEHO ORGANIC, CASA DA
PASSARELLA
Dão, Portugal

Great elegance with a firm
freshnesS. Cirus fruits with
nderlying hints of rosemary
and sage. - 12.5%abv
| botTle £22.00 |

PICPOUL DE PINET, DOMAINE DE
BELLE MARE
Languedoc, France

Very fresh nose, delicate and
floral, white flowers with a
lemon touch; final on a mineral
and salty note - 13%abv
| botTle £22.50 |

GAVI DI GAVI DOCG,
FONTANAFREDDA

Rhône, France

| botTle £18.25 |

MONTEPULCIANO D'ABRUZZO,
ORGANIC, COLLINE TERAMANE,
MONTIPAGANO
AbruzZo, Italy

Intense bouquet of fresh red fruit
and strawberRies; on the palate it
is a medium bodied wine. - 13%abv
| botTle £19.50 |

THE STUMP JUMP CABERNET
SAUVIGNON, D'ARENBERG
South Australia, country

SweEt crème de casSis and
mulberRy, aromatic violets and
cedary notes. - 14.4%abv
| botTle £21.00 |

CHÂTEAU SAINTE MARIE RED
BORDEAUX SUPÉRIEUR
Bordeaux, France

Clean, refreshing and with
fruity complexity. SmoOth,
Medium Bodied Red. - 13%abv
| botTle £23.00 |

Piemonte, Italy

BOURGOGNE PINOT NOIR,
DOMAINE MAILLARD

| botTle £35.00 |

Mature fruit, minerality
and herbaceous spice with
fine tanNins and an elegant,
lively finish. - 12.5%abv

FulL and delicate, with an elegant
bouquet of flowers and fruit. Dry,
fresh and welL-balanced. - 12.5%abv
AlL wines by the glasS are also
available in 125ml measure.
AlL wines contain sulphites.

Puglia, Italy

Aroma of plums and strawberRy jam.
BeautifulLy balanced. - 13%abv

Burgundy, France

| botTle £36.00 |

